Lawton Industrial Park
Transit Feasibility Study
Introduction
Purpose of Study

The Lawton Metropolitan Planning Organization (LMPO) contracted with McDonald Transit
Associates, Inc. to prepare a feasibility report that studies and analyzes the possible transit
opportunities to serve the Lawton Industrial Park located on the far west side of the city. Over
the last few years, the City of Lawton and the LMPO have received an increasing number of
requests to provide public transit service to the Industrial Park on the west side of Lawton.
Employers, job applicants, and current employees would like to have more transportation options
to get back and forth from the Industrial Park. Employers in the Industrial Park and community
leaders feel public transportation would provide access to a larger workforce. Applicants with
currently limited private transportation options might be more likely to apply for jobs at the
Industrial Park. Current employees would benefit from a reliable and less expensive mode of
travel to work compared to their own automobile. Personal savings on fuel, depreciation and
maintenance expenses would result for the individual and the community could benefit from
fewer cars on the road.
The purpose of this Study is to accurately gauge the need for and potential usage of public
transportation service to the Industrial Park. The Study will provide the LMPO and the
Stakeholders of the Industrial Park an estimation of the need of service and the most costeffective ways to address that need.
Transit service to the Industrial Park could produce other benefits to the community including:
• Congestion mitigation
• Reduction in the amount of wear and tear on roadways
• Reduction in automotive emissions
• Increased tax revenue from business expansion at the Park
Work on the Study was overseen by a Study Committee composed of the following members:
• Debra Burch – Lawton Chamber of Commerce
• Barry Albrecht – Lawton Fort Sill Economic Development Corporation
• Arun Tilak – Cameron University’s Center for Emerging Technology and Entrepreneurial
Studies
• Pat Henry David Denham– Lawton Metropolitan Planning Organization (LMPO)
• Stanley Haywood – Transportation Planning Policy Committee
• Ken LaRue – Oklahoma Department of Transportation
• Steve Sherrer – Lawton Area Transit System (LATS)
• John Broadway – Bar-S
• Debbie Dollarhite – City of Lawton
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The Study begins with a description of the Industrial Park, its businesses and employees.
Existing transportation options then are described. The transportation needs of the Park were
determined by a survey administered to the employees. The results and implications of the
survey are summarized. Three (3) service alternatives are identified and analyzed. The Study
Committee selected a preferred alternative. An implementation plan for the preferred alternative
concludes the Study Report.

Summary of Previous Study
In 2006, several employers in the Lawton Industrial Park made requests to the City of Lawton to
provide public transportation for employees. . Employers such as Goodyear, SilverLine Plastics,
and Warner/Pepper Creek were experiencing absenteeism resulting from their employees not
having dependable transportation to the Park. Representatives of the major employers in the
Industrial Park met with the City of Lawton on several occasions to discuss different options.
In 2007, an employee survey was conducted. The surveys, printed in both English and Spanish,
were distributed at employee meetings. The Lawton Chamber of Commerce collected and
tabulated the responses. The results of the surveys showed a very positive response by
employees toward utilizing public transportation. Employees said they would ride if the service
was timely and direct. Survey results showed that ridership potential could be as much as three
hundred eighty seven (387) daily boardings. There is no documentation in the research that
shows the calculation of this estimate.
Despite the encouraging employee responses, the challenges of providing adequate transit
service to the Industrial Park could not be accomplished at that time. With the different and
unusual shift times, and the additional resources needed to operate the extra service, it was
decided to suspend further planning of public transit to the Industrial Park in 2008. Sufficient
federal, state, and local funding was not available at the time to cover all the Industrial Park
employees’ requests for service.

The Industrial Park
The Industrial Park is located in the Southwest corner of Lawton off SW Lee Boulevard and 97th
St./Goodyear Boulevard. The Industrial Park currently has seven major employers: Bar-S Foods,
Berry Machine, Silverline Plastics, Warner & Pepper Creek Farms, Republic Paperboard,
Defender and Goodyear Tire & Rubber. Defender is a sub-contractor of Goodyear and does not
actually have their own facility in the Industrial Park. There are more than two thousand (2,000)
employees in the Park. They work a variety of shifts as follows:
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Shift Times Starting/Ending Within Service Hours
Shift Start Time

Results

Shift End Time

Results

5:45 AM

13

3:00 PM

4

6:00 AM

6

3:30 PM

24

6:30 AM

2

4:00 PM

16

6:45 AM

1

4:15 PM

6

7:00 AM

46

4:30 PM

1

8:00 AM

3

5:00 PM

3

6:00 PM

6

6:30 PM

1

7:00 PM

19

Each employer provides adequate free parking for their employees. Traffic congestion does
occur at major shift change times. These periods normally last less than fifteen (15) minutes
several times each day.
Access to the Park is provided by a major arterial street that is grade separated from the main
street that bisects the Park. The road network in the Park is adequate for transit service. The
streets will support buses. Routing through the Park is facilitated by wide roadways. There are
adequate areas for buses to safely turn around.

Available Transportation Services
The private automobile is the primary mode of transportation in Lawton. According to the most
recent available census data, ninety percent (90 %) of the population within the four zip codes
most heavily represented by the survey has at least one car in their household. Auto ownership
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by employees in the Business Park also is very high. More than ninety-seventy percent (97%)
have at least one car available in their household based on survey responses. Only two and one
half percent (2 ½ %) do not have a car available for their work trip. While these statistics
obviously are important for the study, they should not be taken as dispositive of a result. The cost
of auto ownership remains quite high. Employees at the Park are spending in excess of $3,000
per year to own and operate a car. While some salaries at the Park are high, many employees
would welcome a lower cost alternative.
There are many taxicab companies in Lawton. There are at least eight (8) listed in the local
phone directory. They cover the entire city. Service to the Park is certainly possible. But the
meter rate fare for a trip from the areas where most employees live (based on the survey) is at
least five dollars ($5.00) each way. This is not sustainable for most employees.
There are two (2) rural public transportation providers that serve the Lawton area. Red River
Public Transportation Service is a federally funded rural provider with service to the general
public. It serves Lawton and the surrounding counties with on-demand service. Fares are
distance based. Most users of the service access subsistence needs with long trips from outlying
areas to medical facilities and other life sustaining destinations (i.e. pharmacies, grocery stores).
Employees at the Park could use this service and a small number do take advantage of this mode.
However, Red River Public Transportation Service would not be able to handle the large
numbers of employees concentrated in Lawton. It should be viewed as a possible alternative for
employees who live outside Lawton in the surrounding counties.
Comanche Nation also provides on-demand transit service in the area. This is limited to
members of the Comanche Nation. As such, it is not a viable alternative for the vast majority of
the employees of the Park.
Casual carpooling is currently used by a significant portion of employees in the Park. Twenty
one percent (21%) of survey respondents indicated that they participated in some form of ride
sharing. This is not organized by any outside agency or employer. Unlike many other states, the
State of Oklahoma currently does not sponsor a ride sharing program.
Lawton Area Transit Service (LATS) provides scheduled fixed route bus service and Americans
with Disabilities (ADA) compliant paratransit service within the city limits of Lawton. LATS
operates five routes (ten buses) that cover a significant portion of the community. Service is
provided from 6:00 am until 7:00 pm on weekdays. Saturday service operates from 9:00 am to
9:00 pm. There is no service on Sundays. The Park is approximately two (2) miles from the
nearest LATS route. Two (2) LATS routes operate in the vicinity of the Park. The Yellow and
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Blue routes are the closest to the Park. They are the second and third most popular routes in the
system with daily ridership of 140 and 280 respectively. LATS does have the infrastructure and
operating expertise to provide service to the Park.
There are a variety of transportation modes currently available to employees of the Park. The
private automobile is the most popular and widely used. While the other modes do see some
usage, there has not been any organized effort to encourage their use.

Transportation Needs in the Park
Community leaders see the Industrial Park as a major economic development generator for the
community. It houses the largest private employer in the area (Goodyear) and creates the
opportunity for diversifying the economy and sustaining growth and employment. As such, the
community has a stake in its success, as do the current and future employers in the Park.
There is a general sense in the community that increasing transportation options for current and
future employees of the businesses in the Park will help sustain its prosperity and promote
growth. The survey work that was done in the previous effort clearly supports this notion.
There are a number of shift starting and ending times in the Park. The most popular starting shift
times are shown in the table below:

Shift Times for Industrial Park Employers
Employer
Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Defender
Republic Paperboard
Bar-S Foods
Silverline Plastics
Warner & Pepper Creek Farms
Berry Machine

Shift Start Times
7 AM/7PM
7 AM/7PM
5:45 AM/PM
6:30 AM
8 AM/PM
7:00 AM
7:00 AM

6 AM/PM
3:30 PM

7:00 PM
9:30 PM

8:00 AM

Based upon the survey responses and the shift starting times shown above, the greatest need for
public transportation to the Park is from 5:45 AM to 6:45 AM and from 3:30 PM to 7 PM. The
number of survey respondents living within the service area that work shift times within those
parameters total 154.
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The bulk of the research for this study was a self-administered survey distributed to the
employers in the Park. All employers, with the exception of Goodyear employees, participated
and supported the effort. Goodyear supported the survey for its contract employees but felt its
own employees had wages that were great enough to support continued usage of their private
automobiles. The surveys were distributed to employees individually and at employee meetings.
The response rate was very good as shown in the table below:

Number Of Survey Responses
Company
BAR Sar-S
Berry Machine
Silverline Plastics
Warner & Pepper Creek Farms
Republic
Defender (Goodyear contract employees)
Total Responses

Responses
140
30
24
50
109
125
478

The number of returned surveys represents 42% of all the employees at the businesses that
participated. Totals for BARSar-S and Republic approach 100% of the eligible workforce.
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For background and planning purposes, employees were asked some general questions. Their
current mode of transportation to work is as follows:
How Do You Currently Get To Work?

Results
370

Drive alone
Drive alone & cab

1

Drive alone & ride or drive with someone

3

Drive alone & Comanche Nation

1

Drive alone & ride or drive with someone & walk & bike

1

Ride or drive with someone

94

Ride or drive with someone & Comanche Nation

1

Ride or drive with someone & walk

1

Walk

1

Comanche nation

2

Unknown

3

Not surprisingly, most employees drive themselves to work. The fact that a significant number
(more than 100 of the respondents) currently share rides to work suggests that transit options
could be successful.
Commuting patterns were probed. The vast majority of respondents have a commute of thirty
(30) minutes or less:
How Long Does It Take You To Get To Work?

Results

Less than 15 minutes

226

15-30 minutes

190

30-60 minutes

54

Over an hour

6

Unknown

2
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Employees were asked their residence location. The responses are as follows:

Zip Code

Responses by Zip Code
Results
Zip Code

Results

73006
73017
73038
73055
73082
73501
73503
73505
73507
73521
73527
73528
73529
73533

3
2
1
2
1
66
1
193
79
3
30
3
2
4

1
9
2
8
1
10
1
7
2
3
1
5
1
37

73534
73538
73540
73541
73542
73543
73549
73552
73566
73568
73570
73572
76310
Unknown

It is apparent formrom the responses that a significant number of employees are concentrated in
the following zip codes: 73501, 73505 and 73507 and 73527. The 73257 zip code is outside the
LATS service area but is used in following discussions even though service is not recommended
for that area. These are almost all within the central part of Lawton as shown below:
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Employees were asked if they would use the service if it took them twice as long as their current
trip to work. The results are shown below:
Would you use a bus or van service to get to work if it took you twice
as long to get to work as your current way?

Results

Yes
No
Unknown

170
299
9

The use of public transportation will take the employees longer to get to work. The high number
of positive responses is encouraging for this project.
Employees were also asked if they would use the service if a transfer to a second vehicle was
required to complete the trip. The results are shown below:
Would you use the bus/van service if you had to change to
another vehicle to make your trip?

Results

yes

201

no

261

maybe

1

unknown

15

Employees were also asked what they would be willing to pay for public transportation to and
from work. The survey results are shown below:
What are you willing to pay for the service?
Amount
< $1
$1
$2
$3
$4
$5
$1 - $2
$2 - $3

Responses
16
50
51
39
7
31
1
1

Two-thirds of those that responded to this question would pay more than one dollar ($1) to use
the service for a one-way trip.
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Summary of Need
Two things are clear from the data in the survey. First, there appears to be enough interest among
employees to use some form of public transportation service for the Park. Service planning
should be simplified because a significant number of survey respondents live within a fairly
concentrated area bordered by I44 to the east, Bishop to the south, Rogers to the north and SW
82nd to the west. This geographic area also happens to coincide with LATS fixed route service.
Employees also are concentrated on a fairly narrow range of work shift starting and ending
times. This also will aid service planning and could make any new service efficient enough to
justify a public subsidy.
Second, there will be challenges in implementing a transit service. Most employees own a car for
their work trip. Employers provide free parking. There is a limited amount of traffic congestion
in the Park. Employees currently spend very short amounts of time commuting to work.
The real need for a public transportation in the Park is sustainability. Employees would like a
lower cost mode of transportation. Employers need ready access to an expanding workforce to
remain profitable and competitive. The community will benefit from a system that makes the
Park a more attractive place to work which should lead to expansion and the resultant economic
development opportunities.
Now that the need for service is clear, it is important to develop a realistic estimate for how
many riders will use the service. This number will be a key input into selection of the best
service alternative and related costing models. The estimate of ridership for consideration in
evaluating service alternatives is based on determining how many people would ride on an
average weekday. To estimate thisthe following assumptions were used:
•
•

154 survey respondents live in the 4 target zip codes and indicated they would use transit
service under some conditions.
Each respondent would use the service twice per day for commuting. This results in a
possible daily boarding (rider) total of 308.
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•

The estimated ridership from survey respondents needs to be adjusted by the following
factors:
o Only 42% of all employees returned a survey. Increase the estimate by the 58%
who did not return a survey.
o 52% of all respondents work on the shifts when it is most logical to operate
service. Decrease the above estimate by this percentage.
o 62% of all respondents work on weekdays. Decrease the above estimate by this
percentage.

The result of the above assumptions is an estimate of 236 weekday riders. This estimate is then
tested against reality. Existing LATS bus service achieves a system best passengers per hour of
service of 13.7. If you apply the estimate of 236 weekday riders to the projected hours of service
needed to meet the most popular shift times, the result is almost three times the passengers per
hour of the best performing LATS route. It is not realistic to assume that a service to the Park
would be that successful. What is realistic is to assume that due to the concentration of
employment and residence location, a greater result in passengers per hour can be achieved on
this service. As such, the study assumes that service to the Park would be 50% more productive
than the best LATS route. This results in a weekday ridership estimate of 134. This estimate is
used in the remainder of the analysis. Service on Saturdays is estimated to attract 65% of the
weekday total. This is based on the current experience at LATS.

Potential service models
The research and survey results can be used to determine the appropriate service models for the
employers and employees of the Park. The Study Committee reviewed a range of service models
for the Park. These included:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Traditional fixed route transit service
Central transfer point fixed route service
Flexible fixed route service
Park and Ride
Demand Response
Carpool/Vanpool

Each service model has its advantages and disadvantages for both the riders and the operating
and funding authorities. The service models are described below.
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Fixed Route
Fixed Route services generally operate on set schedules and on specific roadways. The service is
operated by similarly sized vehicles regardless of fluctuations in demand. Riders are picked-up
and dropped off at marked bus stops. Operation of any of the fixed route models would require
expansion of complimentary ADA paratransit service to the areas and times covered by the new
fixed routes. This is a requirement of federal law. The different Fixed Route alternatives that can
be implemented to provide public transportation for employees to and from the Industrial Park
are as follows:
1. Traditional Fixed Route
The Traditional Fixed Route option involves a route or routes covering the most popular
employee origins. The route design would be to encompass as much of these areas as
possible with a one hour roundtrip. The route(s) would only be scheduled to arrive and
depart at the Industrial Park around the most popular shift times.
Advantages
The traditional fixed route is the model currently used by LATS. It is easy to operate.
Budgeting the expenses and revenue for the service is straight forward and familiar to
current stakeholders. Ease of use by customers is high because they simply need to go to
a bus stop at a published time to wait for the bus. Marketing and communicating this
service is uncomplicated and familiar to the community. The same type of bus that
LATS currently runs can be operated under this model. This will help minimize operating
costs and maintain a consistent brand and image in the community.
Disadvantages
Trips on traditional fixed route service can be long depending on route design and
concentration of demand. The model relies on connecting multiple origins with a limited
number of vehicles over a set period of time, a maximum of one hour in this case. The
person that gets on at the beginning of the route could be on the bus a long time, while
the last person to board is served much more conveniently. The route would be open to
the public and non Industrial Park employees, but would only run around the most
popular shift times when there is enough anticipated demand to warrant operations. To
conveniently serve the demand anticipated in the survey, at least two routes would need
to be operated.
2. Flexible Fixed Route
The Flexible Fixed Route operates in conventional fixed-route, fixed-schedule mode, but
switches to a demand-responsive operation for portions of the route. In certain zones
along the route the bus can pull off the main roadway into neighborhoods to pick up
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riders. The rider would have to call in advance for the ride to work. They also could
subscribe to regular pick-ups on a semi-permanent basis. When they did not need the
service, they would call to cancel the trips. Return trips from work would be arranged by
telling the driver their desired drop off location when they boarded the bus at the Park.
The pick-up location can be a designated stop or in front of their residence. People who
lived within 1/3rd of a mile around the specified route would be expected to go to a mark
bus stop along the route. Riders who lived outside the 1/3rd mile band around the route
but no more than ¾ of a mile from the route would be picked up at agreed upon locations.
The route would follow a designated pattern around the Park. The route and available
pick-up times would only be scheduled to arrive/depart at the Industrial Park around the
most popular shift times.
Advantages
The biggest advantage of this model is that it can cover a wider area than a traditional
fixed route. Its flexible routing allows it to better match supply to demand as well. The
desired service area can be covered with one bus in the same time as the two buses in the
traditional fixed route model. This reduces cost. Customers along the fixed portion of the
route have the same ease of use as those using a traditional fixed route. Customers on the
flexible portions of the route have the advantage of being picked up closer to their origin
than on a traditional fixed route since they will not have to walk to a bus stop.
Disadvantages
This model of service is s not as easy to use for all the riders. The need to pre-schedule
trips makes it less convenient. It also would be more difficult to explain and market this
service to potential users. Since this model is not currently used in Lawton, there would
be a learning curve for the operator and the public. Travel times for customers also could
be long on this service due to the larger area to be covered by one bus. Riders who board
along the fixed portion of the route might feel delayed by the deviations to serve the users
on the flexible portions of the route.
3. Central Transfer Fixed Route
This model operates using the existing LATS Fixed Route system. Passengers would
ride any of the LATS routes to get to a central transfer location (perhaps the downtown
transfer center) to connect to an Express bus that runs directly to the Industrial Park.
Advantages
This service would be the easiest to operate and market to employees and the public.
This option builds on the current LATS Fixed Route system and promotes casual use of
the routes. The cost could be one of the lowest since there would be no wasted stopping
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and idling time between the Transfer Center and the Industrial Park. Ease of use by
customers would be high.
Disadvantages
Although the time traveling from the central transfer location and the Park is minimal, the
trip riding the other routes to the transfer location can be long, over an hour in some
cases. This model has the longest trip time of any of the fixed route models. The need to
transfer also introduces the opportunity for the customer to miss his/her connection. This
is not present for the other fixed route models.
Demand Response
Demand Response service operates on a schedule and in areas set entirely by the riders, although
the schedule would be restricted to times around each shift change. The service will take
employees from their door to their place of employment inside the Industrial Park. The users of
the service would make requests to the service provider for when and where they wish to be
picked up. Pick-up times from the Industrial Park to return home will be around the different
shift changes. Depending on the amount of riders the daily trips would be split up into specific
sections of Lawton to improve efficiency.
Trip requests or reservations may be made daily or on a subscription basis. Pick-ups going to the
Park and leaving the Park will be scheduled or booked as two separate trips. Daily trips will
have to be called in at least 24 hours in advance. Subscriptions can be locked in on a week to
week or a month by month basis. Policies and procedures will be established for riders to call in
cancelations so there are no wasted trips by the operator.
Advantages:
Demand Response is an efficient service option because it matches capacity to rider
demand. The service operator can utilize appropriate sized vehicles for the number of
trips per day. When there are only ten trips scheduled, a smaller fifteen seat cutaway can
be used instead of a larger twenty-plus capacity bus. The provider can also accurately
gauge the amount of drivers they will need based on the average number of trips needed
each day. With Demand Response there is also availability for savings when there are no
requests for service. If there are no reservations on the schedule around a certain shift
change or for a specific section of Lawton the vehicle does not run. From the customers
point of view this is the most convenient model. The use of smaller vehicles with fewer
pick ups should make for shorter trip times.
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Disadvantages:
Despite the advantages above, the Demand Response service is the most costly option.
Operating a door to door service and the additional staffing it requires, incurs more
expenses than running a vehicle on a fixed route and schedule. As mentioned, when
there are no trips scheduled in a certain time frame, the service does not operate, but you
have to have the assets and employees in place daily for when there are trips. Besides
additional drivers, the taking of reservations and the monitoring of pick-ups would
require additional employees compared to the fixed route models.
Demand Response service requires the rider or customer to be more active in the process.
The rider will have to call in their reservation/subscription as well as any changes or
cancellations to their reservation/subscription. And even though the rider is taken door to
door, if there are a large number of riders at a certain time, a passenger might experience
long trip times. This model also is the most difficult to market and explain to potential
users. The added number of contacts between users and providers increases the chances
for errors, miscommunication and complaints.
Carpool/Vanpool
The Carpool/Vanpool model can be implemented in a casual or organized way. The survey
showed that a significant number of employees already share rides. The casual method of
implementation simply would encourage additional ride sharing by postings and other
communications from employers. The more organized way would be to provide carpool and
vanpool services to employers and employees. A public agency would be selected to provide
the service. They would hire a staff person to market and administer the service. For carpooling,
the staff person would acquire software to create a carpool matching database. The database
would be filled by working with employers to advertise the program to their employees. The
staff person would build the database with employees who sign up, maintain it and communicate
to individual employees with potential ride matches. On-going marketing of the service to both
employers and employees is essential to success. Employers would be expected to name a
coordinator at each location to interface with the staff person. The staff person would procure an
outside firm to provide the vanpool portion of the program. There are several national vendors
for vanpool services. They provide the vans, insurance and maintenance. The staff person would
use the database to build the vanpools. The same responsibilities as in the carpool portion of the
program for marketing and maintenance would be required of the staff person. The carpool
portion of the program could be operated independently and along with any other service model.
If vanpooling is selected, carpooling should be included as well.
Advantages
The carpool/vanpool service is the most cost effective. Overall costs are the lowest and some
programs operate with no public subsidy. These programs also most closely match service
supply to demand. By definition, service is only provided when people request it.
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Disadvantages
It is not clear from the survey that enough demand exists to attract a national vanpool vendor to
provide that portion of the model. Active cooperation and participation from both employers and
their employees would be required for success. A local agency would have to be recruited to
market and manage the program. Depending on the level of participation, this could be a part
time position or one that is combined with other responsibilities.
All possible service models were researched and presented to the Study Committee. After
deliberation they chose to have the Flexible Fixed Route, Demand Response and
Carpool/Vanpool models evaluated as the three selected for more detailed analysis. The
evaluation of these three models follows.
Three Preferred Alternatives Analysis
Flexible Fixed Route
The flexible fixed route would operate along the following major streets:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fort Sill Boulevard
Gore Boulevard
Sheridan Road
Cache Road
67th Street
Lee Boulevard

The exact routing is shown on the following map:
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Note:

Dark shaded areas are approximately 1/3rd of a mile around the route
Lighter shaded areas are approximately ¾ of a mile around the route

The route would operate Monday through Saturday with morning trips arriving in the Park at
5:45 am and 6:45 am. Return trips from the Park would depart at 3:35 pm, 4:35 pm, 5:35 pm and
7:05 pm. The route would be followed in the prevailing direction based on time of day (to the
Park in the morning and away from the Park in the afternoon). While demand for night shift
service is low, some employees could be accommodated operating in the non-prevailing
direction before or after the planned trip times. Employees on the night shifts could use the
return trips The route is expected to operate one complete trip every hour. As such, it will
operate non-stop from the Park to the beginning of the route in the morning and to the Park after
the last drop-off in the afternoon.
Service would operate between marked bus stops on the fixed portion of the route. Anyone living
within 1/3rd of a mile of the route shown would be picked up and dropped off at a marked bus
stop according to the posted schedule. Anyone living between 1/3rd of a mile and ¾ of a mile
from the route (the band shown on the map above) would call in to be picked up for trips to
work. They would have to call at least 24 hours in advance and by 5:00 pm on Saturdays for
Monday trips. Subscription reservations also would be taken by staff. Employees could subscribe
to a regular schedule of pick-ups with one phone call. They would be expected to cancel any
trips they would not be taking at least one hour before the subscribed pick-up time. Return trips
would be arranged with the bus operator when they boarded the bus at the Park.
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To make usage of the service more attractive for employees, it is recommended that a
Guaranteed Ride Home Program be implemented as part of this alternative. The operating
agency would contract with local cab companies to provide rides home from the Park during the
middle part of the day when the bus does not operate. Employees who purchase a monthly pass
would be eligible to use the Guaranteed Ride Home. They would call the designated cab
company to schedule a ride. The cab company would accept the monthly pass as the fare and bill
the operating agency for an agreed upon amount. Usage of such a program is very low. It is
essential, however, to be part of the service package to overcome the perception of potential
users that they could be stranded without a ride home if that was needed when the bus was not
running. As a result, no cost is estimated for this program.
Operation of this flexible fixed route will require expansion of the ADA complimentary
paratransit service area. Paratransit service will have to be provided to within ¾ of a mile along
the new portions of the route that do not duplicate existing LATS routes. In addition, eligible
users of the paratransit service will have to be able to schedule trips to and from the Park. No
cost has been estimated for this service because usage is expected to be minimal and the
geographic area covered by the expansion has few residences.
The route is estimated to serve 19,850 annual riders (per weekday). It makes sense for LATS to
be the operator of this route. They have a spare bus to use on the service. It is recommended that
a LATS thirty foot transit coach, similar to the one pictured below, be used for the route.
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It is assumed that there would be no capital cost for this alternative because LATS has a spare
vehicle available. Operating costs are calculated utilizing the current marginal cost of one hour
of LATS service which is $37.08 per revenue hour. This alternative would require 2,041 annual
revenue hours. The annual operating cost in 2012 dollars is expected to be $ 75,680. Two
passenger fare assumptions are used in the analysis. If the existing LATS fare of $1.25 for a
single ride and $44 for a monthly pass is assumed, the annual subsidy will be $52,500. If a
premium fare of $2.00 for a single ride and $ 70 for a monthly pass is assumed, the annual
subsidy will be $ 38,651. Financing for the subsidy is eligible utilizing the same state and federal
transit grants currently available to LATS. Unfortunately, there do not appear any new sources of
public financing available to fund operation of the service. LATS currently maximizes its use of
federal and state funding for existing operating and capital needs. There may some special
federal grant funding from the Job Access Reverse Commute (JARC) program that could be used
to help finance the subsidy. This is a competitive grant program administered by the State of
Oklahoma. This project meets the criteria of the grant program and could be competitive. Given
the current constraints on traditional sources of funding for the subsidy, it may be appropriate to
approach the businesses in the Park for financial assistance.
Demand Response
The demand response alternative would operate in the same way as the paratransit service
currently operated by LATS. Employees wanting a ride to the Park would call for a reservation
at least 24 hours in advance,. The reservation would include both ends of the journey to work
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trip. Service would be provided door-to-door within the designated geographic area of service.
As with the flexible fixed route, riders could subscribe to a regular schedule of trips. Again, it
makes sense for LATS to be the operator of this alternative. They already operate a successful
paratransit service. They have the administrative and operational infrastructure in place to add
this without any increase in overhead costs.
This alternative would include the Guaranteed Ride Home Program. It would not require an
expansion of the ADA complimentary paratransit service because this is that kind of service by
definition. Currently eligible users of LATS paratransit service would be eligible to use that
service to go to the Park.
It is estimated that 134 weekday riders would be accommodated under this alternative. On an
annual basis, ridership should be 39,700 riders. In order to serve that level of ridership, four (4)
large van style vehicles would be needed.
In order to operate this alternative, four (4) additional vehicles would need to be purchased. The
total capital cost of those vehicles is $320,000. If federal grants were available, the local cost
would be $64,000. The estimate of operating cost also is based on the marginal cost of an hour of
LATS service assuming that there would be 8,164 hours of service annually.
Carpool/Vanpool
This alternative assumes that both the carpool and vanpool program would be operated. The
carpool program can be operated independently. In fact, it should be considered as a complement
to the other alternatives. It is very low cost and provides enhanced transportation options for
customers.
This alternative includes hiring a full time Rideshare Coordinator to manage, market and
maintain the programs. For carpooling, a software system would be acquired to create a database
to match employees into shared rides. There are several low cost options available. The
Rideshare Coordinator would work with the employers to have rideshare information and fairs at
the businesses in the Park. At the fairs, employees interested in participating would be given
rideshare information and be entered into the database for matching. The software would
produces matches for rides based on residence location, willingness to drive and work shift for
all employees in the Park, not just those that work for the same employer. It would be up to the
individual employees to actually arrange the rides. The Rideshare Coordinator would keep the
database current and add new participants as they became available. In addition, the Coordinator
would establish a contact at each employer. These contacts would be used to remind employees
of the program through events and on-site advertising. The Coordinator also would interact with
users and potential matches to make sure carpools were forming and being maintained. The
Coordinator could be housed at any office willing to support the program. This could be LATS,
City Planning, the Chamber of Commerce or any one of the employers in the Park. If only
carpooling is being done, the Coordinator would have time to work on other functions for the
employer. The cost of a standalone carpool only program is estimated to be $30,000 annually in
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2012 dollars. If one of the stakeholders had existing staff available to run the carpool program,
the annual cost would be approximately $5,000. This covers only the software and direct
marketing costs.
Vanpooling would have some of the same attributes as the carpool program. A full time
Coordinator would be needed for this program. The matching database would be enhanced to
make vanpool matches into 15 passenger vans. All of the management, marketing and
maintenance functions performed for carpooling also would be needed for vanpooling. In
addition, the Coordinator would conduct a procurement to contract with a vanpool firm for
provision of the vans, insurance and maintenance. The firm also would assist in the marketing of
the program to potential users. In order to serve the estimated 134 riders per day, nine 15
passenger vans would be needed. As an inducement to provide driving, fueling and delivering
the vans for maintenance, drivers ride free and get a specific amount of personal use of the van
during their off time. The annual cost of vanpool program, including staff, marketing and the
vanpool firm, is estimated to be $ 190,034 in 2012 dollars.
Some vanpool programs operate with no subsidy. They require the users to pay the full cost of
the program, including the staff cost. If that model were followed in Lawton and all 9 vans were
full, each vanpool rider would have to pay $126 per month. This was not viewed as a realistic
fare by the Study Committee. Since vanpooling is considered a premium service, a fare of $44
per participant is suggested. This is based on a one-way ride fare of $2.00 assuming 21 working
days in a month. At that fare, the annual subsidy to support the program is estimated to be $
131,300.
Conclusion
After careful review and analysis, the Study Committee chose the Flexible Fixed Route
alternative with a complementary carpool program as the preferred alternative. The Committee
agreed that LATS should be the operator. This alternative was chosen because it was viewed as
the most affordable.

Implementation Plan
The key steps in implementing the Flexible Fixed Route and Carpool Alternative can be
summarized as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Complete the planning process
Write operational paperwork
Organize staff
Train employees
Conduct marketing and public education campaign
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6. Start service
7. Monitor performance and adjust as needed
The implementation process should take no longer than three (3) months. The exact timing can
be coordinated with routine, seasonal route and schedule changes at LATS. The Implementation
Steps are detailed below:
Complete the planning process
Once this study report is approved and a commitment made to finance the service, a public
hearing should be held to describe the anticipated service change. This can be done in
conjunction with other service changes that may be occurring at LATS. A decision on the fare to
be charged should be made and presented at this meeting. This also is a good opportunity to start
alerting the community to the creation of the carpool program. While most of the route operates
over existing LATS routes and bus stops, there are some areas that will need bus stop
installations. These should be identified and ordered as soon as a decision to proceed is made.
Write operational paperwork
This work can begin immediately. A route map for the Flexible Service is included in this report.
A route description that shows all turns on the route is included in the Appendix. Also in the
Appendix is a schedule for the route. LATS staff should review and approve these documents.
They can be modified to fit the formats used by LATS in day-to-day operations. All the relevant
operational data is included in this report. It should be used by LATS to conduct their work
assignment process. LATS also should use it to modify their employee handbook.
LATS already has in place a reservation system for their paratransit service. This system can
handle Flexible Fixed Route reservations and subscription scheduling.
Organize staff
Several staffing decisions need to be made. An additional bus operator will need to be recruited
and hired for the service. A decision should be made about how to staff the carpool program.
Operations supervisor responsibilities should be reviewed in detail to decide if LATS needs
additional personnel to oversee the service. The Flexible Fixed Route begins operation more than
two hours before the current start of LATS service. LATS staff needs to decide how best to
supervise and dispatch the Flexible Fixed Route bus. The cost estimate does include an
incremental amount for supervision and dispatch services.
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Train employees
Once all employees are identified, training should begin. All operators, supervisors and customer
service personnel should be trained in the operation of the Flexible Fixed Route. A four (4) hour
training session with a drive through the route should be sufficient. Written operating procedures
for the diversions from the fixed route should be prepared and used in the training.
Conduct marketing and public education campaign
Immediately after the public hearing and decision to proceed with the service an aggressive
marketing and public education campaign should be initiated. At least the following elements
should be included in this effort:
•

•

•
•

Posters and flyers describing the service should be made available to all the
employers in the Park. These also can be used in the buses and other
information dissemination sites used by LATS and the City. There should be
specific emphasis on how to schedule rides for locations that are beyond the
1/3rd mile band around the route.
Transportation briefing sessions should be held for all shifts at all employers
in the Park. Detailed trip planning and real time carpool sign-up facilities
should be available.
Add information about the service to all appropriate community websites.
Consider some general advertisements in local media to inform the general
public and potential employees for the Park.

Start service
A kick-off event should be planned and promoted. Invite local dignitaries and high profile
employers and employee representatives. LATS should pay special attention to the first days of
operation with increased supervision. Phone lines should receive additional staffing in the time
right before and after the start-up to handle a rush of inquiries.
Monitor performance and adjust as needed
LATS does a very good job of keeping service performance data. This data should be kept for
the new route and reported at least monthly to all interested stakeholders. A general rule of
thumb in the transit industry is that new service should be given at least six (6) months to show
positive performance trends. Reasonable goals should be set for the service to meet performance
expectations. Achieving at least 75% of the ridership after six months and 100% of the goal
within a year might be such goals.
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APPENDIX
Flexible Fixed Route with approximation of 1/3 mile (dark blue) and ¾ miles
zones (light blue) zones shown
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DRAFT LATS Industrial Park Flexible Fixed
Route Schedule
STOP
11th & Lee Blvd.
11th & Gore
11th & Smith
Smith & Sheridan
Sheridan & Euclid Ave.
Homestead & Cache Rd.
Cache & 61st St.
Compass Ave. and 67th St.
67th St. and Lee Blvd.
Republic Paperboard @ Ard
Bar S on Goodyear Blvd.

TIME
TIME
5:00 AM 6:00 AM
5:04 AM 6:04 AM
5:09 AM 6:09 AM
5:14 AM 6:14 AM
5:19 AM 6:19 AM
5:22 AM 6:22 AM
5:27 AM 6:27 AM
5:31 AM 6:31 AM
5:35 AM 6:35 AM
5:40 AM 6:40 AM
5:46 AM 6:46 AM

TIME
Bar S on Goodyear Blvd.
Republic Paperboard @ Ard
67th St. and Lee Blvd.
Compass Ave. and 67th St.
Cache & 61st St.
Homestead & Cache Rd.
Sheridan & Euclid Ave.
Smith & Sheridan
11th & Smith
11th & Gore
11th & Lee Blvd.

TIME
TIME
TIME
TIME
3:35 PM 4:35 PM
5:35 PM
7:05 PM
3:41 PM 4:41 PM
5:41 PM
7:11 PM
3:46 PM 4:46 PM
5:46 PM
7:16 PM
3:50 PM 4:50 PM
5:50 PM
7:20 PM
3:54 PM 4:54 PM
5:54 PM
7:24 PM
3:59 PM 4:59 PM
5:59 PM
7:29 PM
4:02 PM 5:02 PM
6:02 PM
7:32 PM
4:07 PM 5:07 PM
6:07 PM
7:37 PM
4:12 PM 5:12 PM
6:12 PM
7:42 PM
4:17 PM 5:17 PM
6:17 PM
7:47 PM
4:21 PM 5:21 PM
6:21 PM
7:51 PM

LATS Flexible Fixed Route turn-by-turn schedule
Morning Route:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Start at LATS office (first trip in the morning)
Turn right onto Bishop Rd.
Turn right onto 11th St.
Begin service at Lee Blvd. and 11th heading north
Turn left at Lee 11th and Smith
Turn left at Smith and Sheridan
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7. Turn right at Sheridan and Euclid Ave.
8. Turn right at Euclid and Homestead Dr.
9. Turn left at Homestead Dr. and Cache Rd.
10. Turn left at Cache Rd. and 61st St.
11. Turn right at 61st St. and Euclid Ave.
12. Turn right at Euclid Ave. and Compass Dr.
13. Turn left at Compass Dr. and 67th St.
14. Turn right at 67th St. and Lee Blvd.
15. Turn right at Lee Blvd. and Ard
16. Turn right at Neal Blvd. and Ard
17. Turn around in Silverline parking lot
18. Turn right at Neal Blvd.
19. Turn right at Goodyear Blvd.
20. Turn around at Bar S foods on Goodyear Blvd.
21. Turn left at Goodyear Blvd. and Lee Blvd.
22. Turn left at Lee Blvd. and 11th St. (Begin route)

Afternoon Route:
1. Start at Republic Paperboard
2. Turn right on Neal Blvd.
3. Enter and turn around in Silverline, head west on Neal Blvd.
4. Turn right on Goodyear Blvd.
5. Turn around after Bar-S, heading south on Goodyear Blvd.
6. Turn left onto Lee Blvd.
7. Turn left on 67th St.
8. Turn right at 67th St. and Compass Dr.
9. Turn left at Compass Dr. and Euclid Ave.
10. Turn left at 61st St. and Euclid Ave.
11. Turn right at 61st St. and Cache Rd.
12. Turn right at Cache Rd. and Homestead Dr.
13. Turn left at Homestead Dr. and Euclid Ave.
14. Turn left at Euclid Ave. and Sheridan
15. Turn right at Sheridan and Smith
16. Turn right at Smith and 11th St.
17. Turn left at 11th St. and Lee Blvd.
18. Proceed to Republic Paperboard and repeat
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